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Abstract: Passive microclimate frames are exhibition enclosures able to modify their internal
climate in order to comply with paintings’ conservation needs. Due to a growing concern about
the effects of climate change, future policies in conservation must move towards affordable and
sustainable preservation strategies. This study investigated the hygrothermal conditions monitored
within a microclimate frame hosting a portrait on cardboard with the aim of discussing its use
in view of the climate expected indoors in the period 2041–2070. Its effectiveness in terms of
the ASHRAE classification and of the Lifetime Multiplier for chemical deterioration of paper was
assessed comparing temperature and relative humidity values simultaneously measured inside the
microclimate frame and in its surrounding environment, first in the Pio V Museum and later in a
residential building, both located in the area of Valencia (Spain). Moreover, heat and moisture transfer
functions were used to derive projections over the future indoor hygrothermal conditions in response
to the ENSEMBLES-A1B outdoor scenario. The adoption of microclimate frames proved to be an
effective preventive conservation action in current and future conditions but it may not be sufficient
to fully avoid the chemical degradation risk without an additional control over temperature.

Keywords: microclimate frame; preventive conservation; risk assessment; Sorolla painting;
climate change

1. Introduction

The environment surrounding the objects is one the main driver of their deterioration.
Long-term microclimate monitorings, through the identification of risk factors, play a key role
in the implementation of preventive conservation actions [1]. Temperature and relative humidity
are fundamental physical parameters, as materials adapt themselves to the continually changing
hygrothermal conditions to reach a thermodynamic equilibrium. Strict microclimate targets for
preservation [2,3] have fostered the use of expensive HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning)
systems. However, these highly sophisticated systems may be risky in the case of a potential failure
and hardly possible for all museums, which, with the increase of cultural tourism, might incur
raised costs for the maintenance of adequate conditions for conservation [4]. Furthermore, due to a
growing concern about the effects of the expected climate change, future policies in conservation must
move towards affordable and sustainable preservation strategies [5]. Passive methods, based on the
understanding of the material properties and of its interaction with the environment, might provide a
reliable support in this direction.
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Among preventive conservation tools, showcases aim at creating an internal micro-environment
different from the external macro-environment [6]: this “box-in-box” configuration allows locally
fine-tuning the control over various environmental parameters (temperature, relative humidity,
pollutants and light), thus reducing the risk of physical and chemical damage to cultural heritage
objects [7]. The employment and optimization of passive low-cost devices can be highly effective to
provide relative humidity control in less than ideal environments, particularly in the case of mixed
collections with different conservation needs. Since their response to temperature fluctuations is
usually poor [6,8], panels of materials containing PCMs (Phase Change Materials) have been proposed
to be placed inside showcases to keep the internal temperature stable [9].

Microclimate frames are showcases specifically designed for paintings and able to modify their
internal conditions in order to comply with tolerability targets for specific typologies of materials.
This kind of exhibition enclosures is considered among the safest systems for keeping relative
humidity stable and is increasingly being used to protect paintings against indoor hazards [10].
Passive microclimate frames usually take advantage of the inclusion of a buffering agent in combination
with the reduction of the air exchange rate [11–13]. A buffering agent is generally an extremely
absorbent material which is able to smooth out abrupt changes by releasing moisture when
relative humidity decreases and absorbing moisture if it increases. An economical microclimate
frame can be produced in-house using the picture’s frame as the primary case [14]. As in
showcases, every microclimate frame is characterized by a peculiar response to the environmental
forcing [8]. Their effectiveness depends on the specific features and can be assessed as a function
of the improvement of the surrounding microclimate in terms of the fulfilment of the artwork
conservation needs.

The most recent standards in conservation avoid recommending ideal temperature and relative
humidity intervals and have evolved towards the concepts of proofed fluctuations [15], i.e.,
the largest hygrothermal levels experienced by the objects in the past, and historic fluctuations [16],
i.e., the environmental conditions to which artworks have acclimatized and adapted during their
conservation history. Both these concepts imply methodological indications rather than prescriptive
ones [3] and thus a more flexible approach, allowing for the short-term fluctuations and seasonal
changes that can be considered safe for the collections. The ASHRAE (American Society of Heating,
Air-Conditioning and Refrigerating Engineers) guidelines [17] suggest five classes of quality control,
defined on the basis of seasonal and daily hygrothermal fluctuations. The possible risks for collections
gradually increase from Class AA, associated with no risk to most objects, to Class D, that protects
only from dampness. These guidelines have been effectively applied to quantify the damage potential
of environments already actively controlled [18] and those of future climate scenarios [19]. Thanks to
the enhanced knowledge of the properties of the materials and of the mechanisms of interaction
with the surrounding environment, damage functions can be used to assess the possible risks for
various typologies of materials [18]. For paper, one of the most alarming degradation processes is
the chemical decay (e.g., yellowing of paper and fading of colors) [20]. The Lifetime Multiplier is an
index extensively used to assess the time span in which varnishes and paper objects remain usable if
compared to standard reference conditions [21,22].

To extend the microclimate assessment over the effects of the expected climate change,
simplified heat and moisture transfer equations through the building envelope can be derived from
monitored outdoor and indoor data and employed to simulate the future conditions indoors [23,24].
This methodology was developed within the European project Climate for Culture (2009–2014) [25,26],
which focused its attention to the future conservation risks with the aim to suggest possible mitigation
actions and inform stakeholders and policy makers.

Simultaneous measurements of temperature and relative humidity collected inside and outside
a microclimate frame were used in this study to investigate the quality of its internal environment,
making it possible to evaluate the buffering properties over time. The hygrothermal observations were
recorded from May 2014 to February 2017, first in the Sorolla room of the Pio V Museum of Fine Art in
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Valencia (Spain) [27] and, later on, in a residential building in the same area. The effectiveness of the
passive microclimate frame was expressed in terms of the ASHRAE classification and the Lifetime
Multiplier index for chemical deterioration. Moreover, a methodology based on heat and moisture
transfer functions through the building envelope was applied to derive projections over the future
indoor hygrothermal conditions as a function of the ENSEMBLES-A1B outdoor scenario in the area
of Valencia [28]. An increased awareness of the potential conservation risks in view of the expected
climate change has given the possibility to suggest appropriate preventive conservation strategies.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The Microclimate Frame

A long-term hygrothermal monitoring was conducted inside a microclimate frame housing a
portrait of the Valencian painter Joaquín Sorolla (1863–1924). The painting, titled “Portrait of a lady
with a red flower in her hair” (Figure 1a), measures 64 cm × 49 cm and is enclosed in a hand-crafted
microclimate frame (69 cm × 54 cm ×8 cm) made of an external aluminium case and a frontal glass.
The specific layout of the components of the microclimate frame under study is shown in Figure 1b.
A sheet of cardboard (i.e., the same material supporting the portrait) of the same size of the paintings
was used as back plate for the frame and put in direct contact with the painting support in order to offset
changes in external relative humidity acting as a buffer [14]. The cardboard was preconditioned to the
relative humidity level of 40% according to an extensive literature review on paper degradation [20]
with the aim of reducing the impact of deterioration risk factors acting on the painting.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Portrait on cardboard titled “Portrait of a lady with a red flower in her hair” by J. Sorolla (a);
and schematic cross section of the microclimate frame used and layout of its components (b).

The painting by Sorolla was realized on cardboard in 1916 with the gouache technique and
donated as a gift to the Traver family. Since then, it used to be conserved in the house of the owners
being enclosed within an unbuffered frame. Conservation surveys performed by the Valencian Institute
of Conservation and Restoration (IVACOR) detected the presence of dust deposits both on the front
and on the back, craquelures and loss of material on the painting layer together with a massive fungal
attack visible in the form of dark circular stains. The gum arabic, frequently used as binding media [29],
is responsible for its sensitivity to hygrothermal variations as it is particularly vulnerable to mold
growth and chemical degradation. In the final report of the surveys, the Institute warned that the
deterioration could have been caused by adverse environmental conditions in conjunction with the
vulnerability of the materials used [30]. The artwork underwent restoration from 2012 to 2014 in the
IVACOR laboratories and at the end of the intervention was enclosed in a passive microclimate frame
ad hoc designed and provided with internal temperature and relative humidity sensors.
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2.2. The Monitoring Campaign

Temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) data were monitored from May 2014 to February
2017. Over this period, the painting was exposed to different environments: first, the Sorolla room in
the Pio V Museum of Fine Art in Valencia from May 2014 to February 2016 and, later on, a residential
building located in a city near Valencia. Since the private owners do not want to reveal the new
location of the painting for safety reasons, in this investigation were used the climate data of the area
of Valencia. The Pio V Museum is housed in a historical building of the XVII century where an active
HVAC system of temperature control was in operation, with a variable T set-point ranging from 20 ◦C
to 24 ◦C and RH left uncontrolled [27]. In the residential building, where the painting continued to be
monitored with the same T and RH probes, an intermittent heating system was active only in winter
and temperatures exceeded 30 ◦C during summer.

The microclimate monitoring system was developed by the Department of Applied Physics
of the Polytechnic University of Valencia [31]. Two probes, each with coupled T and RH sensors,
were assembled and installed within and outside the microclimate frame. Some of the technical
features of the sensors are reported in Table 1: the temperature sensors (Maxim Integrated DS18B2) are
in accordance with the instrumental metrological characteristics recommended in EN 15758:2010 [32],
while the uncertainty of the RH sensors (Honeywell HIH 4030) is slightly higher than that
recommended by EN 16242:2012 (3%) [33]. When using multiple sensors for RH, they must be carefully
calibrated in advance in order to have no significant difference in their accuracy. For this reason, the RH
sensors were calibrated with aqueous solutions of two salts (lithium chloride and sodium chloride) in
accordance with the ASTME 104-02 standard [34]. The time interval between consecutive observations
was set to 1 h, following the results of a previous study [27] where the sampling frequency was found
to be reliable in the application of recent standards and therefore can be considered a good compromise
between the priority of disposing of detailed series of observations and the necessity of avoiding
redundancy in museum surveys.

The mixing ratio (MR) was derived from simultaneous T and RH data using the formula in [33].

Table 1. Technical features of the T and RH sensors used in the monitoring.

T RH

Response time 750 ms 5 s
Uncertainty ±0.5 ◦C ±3.5%

The outdoor hygrothermal data were obtained from the meteorological hourly dataset of the
area of Valencia [35] distributed by the National Agency of Meteorology of the Spanish Government
(AEMET) and available on the UPV website.

2.3. The Environmental Risk Assessment

The environmental risk assessment was based on the application of the ASHRAE guidelines
and on the computation of the Lifetime Multiplier, an index used to quantify the risk of chemical
degradation for paper.

In the ASHRAE guidelines [17], the classification in classes of quality of environmental control is
based on the combination of the T and RH seasonal cycles and short-term fluctuations. The maximum
and minimum seasonal shift is calculated by adding and subtracting to the annual mean the seasonal
changes allowed for each class. The width of the final bands is finally determined shifting the curve
of a 91-day central moving average by the short-term fluctuations indicated for the same class [18].
The ASHRAE classes of quality for conservation range from Class D, which prevents only from
dampness, to Class AA, which is associated to no risk of mechanical damage to most artifacts and
paintings. Class B is considered the reference for most of museums [2], since mechanical damage is
proved to be avoided for RH values not exceeding the range of 50 ± 15%.
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The Lifetime Multiplier (LM) considers the risk of chemical degradation taking into account the
activation energy of the degradation processes involved in the deterioration of the organic materials
(i.e., 70 kJ/mol for yellowing of varnishes and 100 kJ/mol for degradation of cellulose). This index is
a multiplier of the time left to an object to remain usable when compared to standard conditions of
T = 20 ◦C and RH = 50%. Since the instantaneous values of LM exponentially depend on temperature
(Equation (1)), the influence on chemical degradation of T variations is greater than that exerted by RH
variations of the same magnitude [36]:

LMi =

(
50%
RH i

)1.3
· e

(
Ea
R

(
1
Ti
− 1

293.15

))
(1)

where RHi is the instantaneous measured value of relative humidity at time i, Ti is the instantaneous
measured value of temperature (expressed in K) at time i, Ea is the activation energy for the degradation
of paper (100 kJ · mol−1) and R is the perfect gas constant (8.314 J · mol−1 · K−1). The level of risk
associated to the Lifetime Multiplier values can be defined as follows [18]: safe when LM > 1, medium
risk when 0.75 < LM ≤ 1 and high risk if LM ≤ 0.75.

2.4. The Hygrothermal Conditions Expected Indoors in the Period 2041–2070

As a consequence of the climate change scenario, the southern European regions will probably
increase their need for summer cooling (while decreasing winter heating) in order to keep the
environmental conditions suitable for artwork conservation [26]. To evaluate the effects of the climate
change scenario in the residential building near Valencia and on the effectiveness of the microclimate
frame, we followed the approach applied in [23,24] to forecast the expected indoor T and RH levels.

The principal steps of the methodology can be summarized as follows:

1. monitoring of the simultaneous indoor (a) and outdoor (b) climate over at least one year;
2. derivation of the outdoor/indoor heat and moisture transfer functions (TFs) through the building;
3. extraction of the outdoor climate in the interested area from a simulated scenario;
4. inverse modeling of the future indoor climate based on the derived TFs; and
5. evaluation of the expected changes for artwork conservation by means of damage functions.

The annual hygrothermal data monitored in the residential building (Step 1a) and outdoor
(Step 1b) were used to derive the seasonal cycles of temperature and mixing ratio of moist air.
The observations collected in 2016 during the heating period were discarded in the analysis in order to
consider only the environmental conditions not affected by the HVAC systems.

The annual cycles of temperature and mixing ratio were fitted as generic time-dependent
sinusoidal equations as follows:

x(t) = x̄ + ∆x · sin(ωt − Φ) (2)

where x is the variable considered (i.e., T or MR), t is time (in days), x̄ is the annual average of x, ω is
the angular frequency (i.e., ω = 2π/P where P is the period, equal to 365 days) and ∆x and Φ are the
amplitude and the phase shift of the best-fit sine function, respectively.

The measured indoor and outdoor data were used to fit the annual cycles (Equation (2)) that
regulate heat and moisture exchanges across the building envelope on a seasonal basis, obtaining
the indoor coefficients, ∆xin and Φin, and the outdoor ones, ∆xout and Φout. The combination of the
two sinusoids, i.e., the outdoor T or MR cycles in abscissa and the indoor T or MR cycles in ordinate,
gives the annual hysteresis cycle in the building [23]. During the annual cycle, the capability of the
building to accumulate or release heat and moisture is an important factor that influences the transfer
functions (TFs) and can be expressed in terms of the gain of the building (AB), defined as the ratio
between ∆xin and ∆xout, and the phase shift (ΦB), defined as the difference between Φin and Φout

(Step 2).
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Temperature and relative humidity daily data in the area of Valencia for the 30-year time window
from 2041 to 2070 (Step 3) were extracted from the ENSEMBLES dataset [28]. The ENSEMBLES
simulation model was developed within the ENSEMBLES European project (2004–2009) [37] to produce
regional dynamic projections. The high-resolution projections used in this study were generated by
the Max Plank Institute for Meteorology using the IPCC emission Scenario A1B [35]. Scenario A1B
was developed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and was chosen as it is
a moderate scenario that assumes higher CO2 emissions until 2050 and their decrease afterwards.
The ENSEMBLES data were used to obtain the fitting coefficients ∆xE and ΦE from the annual cycles
(Equation (2)). To evaluate the effects of the outdoor climate scenario inside the residential building,
the future hygrothermal conditions indoors were inversely simulated using derived T and MR transfer
functions (Step 4) based on the same sinusoidal equations in Equation (2) with ∆x and the Φ calculated
using the gain AB and the phase shift ΦB of the residential building computed as described in
Equations (3) and (4) and with indoor annual mean x̄ estimated as described in Equation (5):

∆x = AB · ∆xE (3)

Φ = ΦB + ΦE (4)

x̄ =
x̄in
x̄out

· x̄E = x̄B · x̄E (5)

where AB and ΦB are the gain and the phase shift of the building, respectively; x̄E, ∆xE and ΦE are the
mean, the amplitude and the phase shift of the best-fit sine function calculated from the ENSEMBLES
dataset (2041–2070), respectively.

The indoor RH values were computed after the simulated indoor T and MR data by applying
the formula in [33]. The T and RH conditions expected in the residential building were finally used to
determine the possible changes in the future risk of chemical deterioration for paper in terms of the
Lifetime Multiplier index (Step 5).

3. Results and Discussion

The internal response of the microclimate frame to the external forcing of the room was explored
by taking into account annual time series of observations of T and RH values collected in two different
sites: the first series was registered in the Pio V Museum from 1 June 2014 to 31 May 2015 (hereafter
called Museum) and the second from 15 February 2016 to 14 February 2017 in a residential building
near Valencia (hereafter called Private).

The box-and-whiskers plots of the T observations (Figure 2a) show that the values inside the
microclimate frame fully overlap the room ones in both the sites. The Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney
test was performed for each pair of microclimate frame (MF) and room (R) temperature and relative
humidity series, both in Museum and in Private. The test assumes the samples are not normally
distributed and the significance level was set to 5%. No significant difference was found between R
and MF temperature series collected in the same site (p > 0.05); conversely, at both sites, the RH medians
inside the microclimate frame significantly diverge from the room ones (p < 0.0001). The medians
of the rooms are consistent and equal to 22.7 ◦C in Museum and 22.8 ◦C in Private; on the contrary,
the variability associated to each dataset is significantly different, i.e less than ±2 ◦C from the median
in Museum and ranging from 16.5 ◦C to 31.0 ◦C in Private. While internal MF temperatures have the
same variability as the external room, the internal RH levels are kept extremely stable throughout
the year thanks to the buffering agent preconditioned to RH = 40% before being enclosed within the
microclimate frame. The box-and-whiskers plots of RH values (Figure 2b) show a significant difference
between the external (R) and internal (MF) distributions of data: in the rooms the range of the RH
values registered is roughly between 20% and 60% with RH medians equals to 47%, while in both the
sites the internal RH values are tightly kept around 40 ± 3% throughout the year. The few outliers
found in the datasets (less than 1% of the total) were not discarded in the following analysis.
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(a) Temperature (b) Relative humidity

Figure 2. Box-and-whisker plot of temperature (a) and relative humidity (b) inside the microclimate
frame (MF) and in the surrounding room (R) throughout a solar year. Outliers are indicated as points.

The hygrothermal response of the microclimate frame was further explored by comparing
their internal conditions to the simultaneous room ones, as shown in the scatterplots in Figure 3.
The two indoor environments are thermally controlled by active systems: in Museum, a HVAC system
continuously controls temperature maintaining thermal stability with a minimal setpoint adjustment
from winter to summer; in Private, an intermittent heating system is active only during the cold
season, without any cooling in summer. Both in Museum and in Private, the internal MF temperatures
closely follow the surrounding room conditions with a minor delay. In Private, when the heating
system is switched off, the internal MF temperatures perfectly match those external, meaning that the
thermal cycle is transferred unchanged inside the microclimate frame. The performance of the buffer
is examined by relating the internal RH values to the external R temperatures: in Museum, where T
is kept almost stable, the considerable RH variability of the room is tightly controlled inside the MF;
in Private, as a consequence of the variability of the R temperatures, the internal RH values show a
minor drift despite being below significance (Figure 3, lower panels).

Table 2 shows the results of the ASHRAE classification. Both Museum and Private rooms
are associated to ASHRAE Class D, which protects only from mold growth with RH < 75% [17].
The employment of microclimate frame in Museum made it possible to reach Class AA, providing the
best possible microclimate for the preventive conservation of the paintings (Table 2); in Private only
Class B could be achieved, which however is considered the reference to prevent from mechanical
damage [2] as it provides no risk for many artifacts and most books even if a moderate risk for high
vulnerability artifacts and paintings remains. Analyzing the T and RH data collected in the Private,
the amount of observations overcoming the tolerance bands of Class AA is significantly reduced,
passing from 55% of the R values fitting into the required specifications to 90% of the MF ones.

Table 2. Attribution of the ASHRAE class of climate control in the four locations.

ASHRAE Class

Position Museum Private

Room D D
Microclimate frame AA B

In Figure 4, the bands of tolerance for ASHRAE Class AA are plotted together with the measured
hourly data, better explaining the conditions established inside the microclimate frame in comparison
to the surrounding room. Class AA considers a seasonal adjustment of ±2 ◦C respect to the annual
mean with short-term fluctuations from the seasonal 91-day central moving average smaller than
±5 ◦C for temperature and no seasonal adjustment respect to the annual mean of relative humidity
with short-term fluctuations below ±5%. Both in Museum and in Private, in the room environments,
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the observed RH fluctuations reach up to ±20%; however, simultaneous RH values inside the MF
are kept reliably around 40%. In Private (Figure 4b), temperatures exceed 30 ◦C in summer and are
occasionally below the lower tolerance band in winter. These values, being transferred inside the
microclimate frame, are responsible for the impossibility to achieve ASHRAE Class AA as they are not
compatible with conservation.

Figure 3. Scatter diagram of simultaneous temperature (TR) and relative humidity values (RHR) in the
rooms versus values inside the microclimate frame (TMF and RHMF) during a solar year. In Private,
the data points are grouped based on whether the intermittent heating system is active (on) or not (off).

The risk of chemical deterioration in the two sites was assessed through the Lifetime Multiplier,
as shown in Figure 5. During winter, the LM values associated to both the rooms are higher as
a consequence of the considerable drop in RH. However, it has to be highlighted that RH values
below 30% may be dangerous for paper conservation (particularly when handling is foreseen) because
at low moisture content the flexibility decreases while the brittleness increases [20]. In Museum,
where temperature is controlled, an improvement in the duration expectancy of paper objects was
observed inside the MF thanks to the buffering in RH values. In Private, the hot summer temperatures
account for the almost unchanged average LM values obtained inside the devices. This result is
justified by the the greater effect exerted by a drop in temperature on the increase in the life expectancy
of an object with respect to the beneficial effect due to an equal drop in relative humidity [36].

The heat and moisture sinusoidal transfer functions in Private were determined as described
in Section 2.4. The T and RH data monitored in the residential building were chosen as it is
unconditioned for most of the year as well as being the conservation site when the study was
conducted. The observations collected during the heating period were discarded in the following
analysis. Two sinusoidal equations were fitted to the outdoor data in the area of Valencia [35] and the
indoor values monitored in the room. Figure 6 shows the combination of the outdoor T and MR data
(i.e., Tout and MRout) in abscissa, with the indoor ones (i.e., Tin and MRin) in ordinate. The coupled
indoor and outdoor sinusoidal fits form the hysteresis cycle during the year. For temperature, it has
the shape of an ellipse due to the thermal inertia of the building envelope and the building use and
the T phase shift (ΦB,T) is 0.27. For mixing ratio, the yearly cycle is a straight line, meaning that the
indoor MR conditions reach a rapid equilibrium with the outdoor ones; indeed, the MR phase shift is
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ΦB,MR = 0.01, equal to a delay of about half a day for moisture transfer. It is worth noticing that the
results could have been partially affected by the derivation of the transfer functions from the reduced
dataset (i.e., including only the period not affected by the heating).

(a) Museum

(b) Private

Figure 4. Temperature and relative humidity the bands of tolerance for ASHRAE Class AA (thick lines)
together with the values measured in Museum (a) and Private (b) during a year (grey points). The thin
lines indicate the seasonal moving average, the dashed lines the annual mean of the measured values.

The ENSEMBLES scenario for the period 2041–2070 in the area of Valencia forecasts an increase
in the outdoor temperature of about +3.5 ◦C and an increase in the outdoor mixing ratio of about
+0.7 g/kg, resulting in an average decrease of 7% in the outdoor RH. The heat and moisture transfer
functions allowed simulating the indoor T and MR conditions inside the residential building: in the
same 30-year window, the annual average levels are expected to be 27.5 ◦C for temperature and 37.5%
for relative humidity. The potential chemical risk associated to these hygrothermal conditions was
assessed through the Lifetime Multiplier values. As shown in Figure 7, the expected change in the
indoor climate would lead to augmented chemical risk for cellulose during spring and to improved
environmental quality of conservation in autumn. In the hypothesis of the maintenance of the use
of the passive microclimate frame with a stable internal RH around 40%, the expected thermal level
within the MF would keep the risk of chemical deterioration constant at LM = 1.3, meaning an extended
lifetime expectancy for the painting if compared to the standard conditions (T = 20 ◦C, RH = 50%).
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(a) Museum

(b) Private

Figure 5. Lifetime Multiplier values (LM) associated to the hygrothermal conditions over a solar year
in Museum (a) and Private (b), in the room (R, blue) and inside the microclimate frame (MF, orange).

Figure 6. Indoor versus outdoor temperature (left) and mixing ratio (right) daily data over the solar
year monitored (grey dots). The best fit lines (in blue) describe the yearly cycle inside the building.

Figure 7. Lifetime Multiplier (LM) associated to the expected climate in Private in 2041 (orange) and
2070 (blue) in the room (R, solid lines) and inside the microclimate frame (MF, dotted/dashed lines).
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4. Conclusions

The hygrothermal response of a passive microclimate frame hosting a portrait on cardboard by
Sorolla was investigated by analyzing its internal T and RH conditions in response to the surrounding
room environment. Its behavior was monitored in two different sites, i.e., the Pio V Museum of Valencia
(Museum), with temperatures kept almost stable during the year, and a residential building (Private)
in the same area, with a heating system active only in winter. The microclimate frame (MF) proved to
be highly effective in controlling the internal RH levels but to be strongly influenced by the boundary
thermal variability of the room. The ASHRAE classification of climate quality for conservation pointed
out that the hygrothermal conditions in both Museum and Private would have prevented the painting
only from the risk of dampness (Class D). On the contrary, within the microclimate frame, since the
most dangerous seasonal RH cycles and short-term RH fluctuations were filtered out, the internal MF
conditions were found to be compatible with ASHRAE Class B in Private and with ASHRAE Class AA
in Museum, ensuring the best possible protection for the artifact. Moreover, the risk of chemical
degradation for cellulose was assessed through the Lifetime Multiplier index, which confirmed that
the microclimate frame is capable of better mitigating the risks in environments where temperature
levels are adequate for conservation (Museum).

To extend our analysis to the application of the microclimate frame in the future, this study
showed an example of how the indoor climate can be simulated in unconditioned buildings. In view of
the climate ENSEMBLES-A1B scenario for the period 2041–2070 in the area of Valencia, this approach
provided insight of the future hygrothermal conditions in Private. Even if the outdoor climate scenario
is likely to be beneficial to the conservation of paper indoors in autumn, an increased risk of cellulose
degradation would probably be observed during spring. The adoption of passive microclimate
frames in the future expected conditions indoors would thus be an effective preventive conservation
measure but it is yet important to be aware that these passive enclosures may not be sufficient to fully
avoid the chemical degradation risk if an additional mitigation of the unsuitable temperatures is not
provided. Considerable improvements on the current and future indoor climate might be provided
by implementing some beneficial practices in the management of the environment. For example,
the windows’ opening might be rescheduled in order to enhance natural ventilation and a cooling
device might be helpful to reduce the summer temperature peaks. In addition, passive retrofit
intervention on the building envelope may be considered in order to relieve the expected effects of the
climate change scenario in a sustainable manner. Notwithstanding the fact that the microclimate
frames do not affect the user experience in terms of their overall dimensions and appearance,
the adoption of these devices should imply that the ordinary management is adjusted according
to their specific features. Indeed, large temperature fluctuations in the surrounding space may cause
the absorption/release of considerable amounts of moisture by the buffering agent, determining the
possibility of moisture exchanges with the painting itself. This means that it is fundamental to be
aware of the effect over moisture exchanges exerted by temperature, which is not controlled within
these passive enclosures. Moreover, since buffers are susceptible to ageing and loss of their buffering
properties, it is fundamental to recondition and/or replace them on a regular basis in order to preserve
their effectiveness.
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